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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Protecting access to data that can be linked to an individual
(or personal identifiable information (PII)), thereby seeking to protect the individual’s privacy can be accomplished
through legislation, organisational safeguards, and technology. Of particular interest and the focus of this paper is the
technological means by which data is protected, in particular we are considering the mechanisms of purpose binding
and limitation which facilitate the organisational safeguards.
Purpose binding allows an enterprise to specify their purpose
with collected data, and purpose limitation controls access
to information based on these purpose bindings.

Access Control, Compound Purposes, Privacy, Purpose Binding, SQL

Technologies that implement the aforementioned safeguards
of PII forms a subset of a set of technologies commonly referred to as Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs). Many
legacy systems do not employ these safeguards, even though
it can be accomplished by providing “wrapper” technologies
which reside on top of these legacy systems.
This article continues work done by the authors in which
extensions to SQL was proposed in order to integrate PETs
with structured databases. The extensions showed that access to data through SQL can be controlled non-intrusively,
and that the general discretionary access control model provided by many database management systems can still be
enforced. In our previous work the extensions were limited
to the SQL grant and select statements.
In this article we propose a model for revoking privileges
from database users, and thus consider the SQL revoke statement. We also show that the general principles of revoking privileges remain true for our proposed model. We also
briefly consider extensions to the commands from the Data
Manipulation Language (DML) that was not considered, being insert, delete, and update.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.0 [Information Systems]: Security, Integrity and Protection; K.4.1 [Computing Milieux]: Computers and Society—Privacy

General Terms
Languages, Security

1. INTRODUCTION
Purpose binding (associating purposes with data) allows the
owner of a database – typically an enterprise – to state for
which purposes data will be used. This ideally means that
data should only be released by the Database Management
System (DBMS) if the subject that is requesting the data
provides adequate reasons for wanting the data. The current research in this field is focused on the two components
of privacy implementation: specification of purposes, and
associating these purposes with the data, as well as verifying access requests.
In most cases the solution that is presented associates a set
of purposes that can and cannot be used by a subject with
that subject’s profile. An access request initiates a process
in which the Access Control System (ACS) examines the
subject’s profile to determine if they have the appropriate
purposes to access the information. This means that subjects will get access to information without clearly specifying why they want it – allowing them to deny knowledge
in the event of wrong-doing. Organisational safeguard may
very well hold the perpetrator accountable for his actions,
however, we are considering a technological solution that
will link a subject’s statement of intent with his request for
access to the data. In this way, audit trails become more
verbose, and a clear statement about the infraction can be
made in the event that it does take place.
In a previous article [19] the authors argued that subjects
must actively state why they want data, and those statements must be compared against their profiles. This required extensions to the SQL select statement. It is also
generally accepted that privacy related data cannot be accomplished by using a Discretionary Access Control (DAC)

model. This means that many of the current legacy systems cannot provide privacy protection to the individuals
on which they hold data, save for standard security mechanisms. The authors’ previous work also illustrated that it is
possible to support these legacy systems, and even extend
access control to be more semantically rich, and fine-grained
by extending the grant statement.
Our work introduced a Hybrid-DAC (HDAC) model for access control [19]. In this model, the System Security Officer
(SSO) will bind purposes to data, and then grant subjects
access to that data. Thus, there is still a central authority
which decides on the access privileges, but subjects can now
pass these privileges on to other subjects. To access objects,
subjects must provide the correct reasons for doing so.
This new access control model would be incomplete if it
were not possible to revoke those access privileges that were
granted to subjects. Thus it must be considered how the
revoke statement would operate in this context, and what a
syntax for such a revoke statement would look like.
This paper therefore continues previous work done by the
authors [18, 19], by considering the syntax for the SQL revoke statement. Extensions to the other data-manipulation
statements are also provided in order to provide a more verbose audit trail.
The paper does not consider the issues surrounding the current revoke, such as the fact that revoking privileges does
not ensure that the grantee no longer has those privileges
(as they might have received it from another subject). It
does, however, suggest a step in the direction of access control using purposes in current database technology.
This paper contributes by completing the HDAC model in
which subjects can now not only grant privileges to other
users, but also revoke those privileges. It does so by considering the mechanism for removing a purpose expression
from another expression, and showing how it can be ensured
that revoking privileges do not afford more access rights to
subjects, thereby keeping the system state valid.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information as well as work that is related
to the work presented in this article. Section 3 discusses the
mechanisms for revoking privileges from users in the HDAC
model, and also presents proposed extensions to the revoke
statement to accomplish this. Section 4 considers other issues surrounding extensions to the insert, delete, and update
statements. Finally section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Allowing users to communicate over the internet, and allowing them to subscribe to services rendered by enterprises
seems a commonplace activity today. It is also this commonplace activity which has the privacy fundamentalists raising
their eyebrows. It has long been anticipated that technology
would allow the collection of vast amounts of information on
people. This anticipation is made evident by the amount of
research that has been put into the protection of data, as
well (more recently) the protection of private information.

As early as the 1980’s the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) published their principles
of fair use, outlining the “fair use” of private information
[14]. Based in those principles, the IPC/Registratiekamer
[10] collaborative effort between the Canada and the Netherlands produced a document outlining the principles of a system that would support the privacy of individuals. Technologies that implement these principles are commonly referred to as Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs).
A Privacy Enhancing Technology (PET) by its definition
should protect the privacy of the individual through one of
four mechanisms. These are anonymity, pseudonimity, unlinkability, and untraceability [16]. These restrictive mechanisms means that a system should only in rare occasions be
able to link an individual to their privacy related information (or Personal Identifiable Information (PII)).
Examples of systems that provide anonymity are anonymous
mailers such as mix-minion [6]. Mix-minion is based on an
earlier type of PET first introduced by David Chaum in
the early 1980’s [4]. Mix-minion can also provide a level of
untraceability, and unlinkability (with sender/receiver variations) [9, 16]. Another example, perhaps more well known
is TOR [8], which allows anonymous web-browsing. Flocks
[15] also falls into the same category as TOR.
It is sometimes necessary for the enterprise to store information on individuals for conducting business. For example an
express delivery company cannot conduct business if they
do not store physical addresses for their clients. They may
provide some protection through pseudonyms, but sooner or
later someone is going to need a physical address. In these
cases protection of privacy is offered through the use of purpose binding and purpose limitation [9], as outlined in the
document by the OECD [14].

2.1 Purpose Binding
Purpose binding refers to the act of associating a purpose
with each datum, that is stating what the enterprise will use
the data for. Purpose limitation is the act of only providing
access to information which will be used for the purpose
stated.
Many examples of technology that supports purpose bindings already exist. Perhaps the best known is that of Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [5]. Unfortunately P3P
does not offer a mechanism to enforce the promises made
by P3P policies. And so was born the Enterprise Platform
for Privacy Preferences (EP3P) [17], which as a mechanism
should integrate into technology and enforce the privacy
promises made. The EP3P as a standard has already led to
the design of the Enterprise Privacy Authorisation Language
(EPAL) [2]. The Extensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [12] also includes mechanisms for purpose binding.

2.2 Purpose Limitation
An example of a system that implements the purpose limitation phase is the Hippocratic Database Management System
(HDBMS) [1]. The HDBMS protects information by limiting access to information based on the purposes that form
part of a database subject’s profile when access to data is

requested. New research on the HDBMS also includes auditing of queries to try and determine if data was used for
inappropriate reasons. A model for controlling access in a
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) scenario has also been
proposed [3].
In examples like theHDBMS purposes are typically represented as strings, and have no relationship to other purposes. Other examples notably by Byun et al [3], XACML
[12], Fischer-Hübner [9], and Karjoth et al [11], and Van
Staden et al [18] do place purpose in hierarchies of some
sort. Byun, XACML, and the EPAL all propose that access to a datum bound to a purpose can only be gotten if
the subject may use all the child purposes of that purpose.
Fischer-Hübner, Karjoth et al, and Van Staden et al proposed that purposes in the hierarchical form can subsume
each other, that is given a purpose x, for any purpose y lower
in the hierarchy, and for which a path exists between x and
y, y is considered to subsume x. This means that any datum
protected by x, can also be accessed by presenting y. This
allows that placement of general purposes near the top of
the hierarchy and specific purposes near the bottom of the
hierarchy. Single purposes such as x and y which represent
an atomic concept are referred to as singleton purposes.

2.3 Purpose Lattices and Compound Purposes
The notable difference between Karjoth and Van Staden’s
work is that the latter author places purposes in a lattice
(see figure 1). The lattice mechanism allows the creation of
compound purposes [18]. A compound purpose is a purpose
which is constructed from existing purposes in that lattice
through the use of special operators, first presented in [18].
Compound purposes allows the creation of access control
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With compound purposes one can even state that an address
is stored for “invoicing and shipping”. That means data
is only used when an invoice is sent along with a parcel,
never in just one case. Any purpose at least as specific as
both invoicing and shipping can be presented as a reason
to get access to the information. In this paper we will use
the term purpose to refer to the intended use for which an
organisation has collected data and the term reason to refer
to the intended use for which the data has been requested.
The operators used to construct compound purposes are
·p , +p , ·r , +r , and ·p ¬. The reason for the different operators for reasons (·r , +r ), and purposes (·p , +p , ·p ¬) is found
in the verification mechanism for compound purposes. The
verification mechanism falls outside of the scope of this paper and will be reported on elsewhere. The +p|r represents
the operator representing an or compound, and the ·p|r represents the and compound operator. The ·p ¬ operator is
used for exclusion, that is, it is used to indicate what purposes may not be used as reasons when requesting access to
information. We show this in the following example.
Example 1. Consider figure 1 which might represent a
purpose lattice for an enterprise. Compound purposes allows the Database Administrator (DBA) to bind a purpose
such as φ9 ·p φ1 +p φ7 . Access to this datum is only granted if
the subject presents a reason at least as strong as the stated
compound purpose. The subject can,for example specify
φ3 +r φ6 to gain access. This means that the subject will
use the data for purpose φ3 or for φ6 . Only if the data
can be used for those purpose (either one alone, or both together) will it be released. Had the subject stated φ3 ·r φ6 it
would have meant that he will use the information for both
purposes.
The use of the or-compound signifies that the subject may
be unsure beforehand for which purposes a datum will be
used. For example, a short term insurance agent requests a
client’s telephone number for “updating client information”
or “for selling a new insurance policy”. Until the agent
actually phones the client he will not know if the client’s
details has to be updated.

P7
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datum. Thus, the data will be released for any of those
purposes.

P8

P5

Figure 1: A simple purpose lattice
policies which indicate the dependencies between the purposes for which data is stored. For example, one can specify
that a credit card number will only be used for “billing or
refunding”. Given the fact that purposes can subsume each
other this means anything at least as specific as either billing
or refunding (or both) can be presented to gain access to a

When a purpose y subsumes another purpose x, or is sufficiently specific to gain access to a datum we write y ≥ x. A
compound purpose, can of course also be sufficiently specific
to gain access to a datum. In the above example it is clear
that φ3 ·r φ6 ≥ φ9 ·p φ1 +p φ7 . Verification using compounds,
as well as formal definition of the operators will be reported
elsewhere.
The use of a lattice and compound purposes, also allows the
customisation of privacy agreements [20] as first proposed
by Oberholzer et al [13]. An enterprise can publish their
least specific purpose Φmin for data, as well as their most
specific purpose Φmax. The customer can then customise
his privacy agreement with the enterprise by providing a
compound purpose Φc such that Φmax ≥ Φc ≥ Φmin. The
enterprise can thus access the information only if they pro-

vide a strong enough reason (at least as good as Φc) for
doing so. The enterprise can specify Φmax as a way of indicating for what purposes they will use the data in order
to conduct day to day business. If the customer specifies
anything stronger, then the enterprise will not be able to
conduct business.

2.4 Active Specification of Purposes and the
HDAC
In previous work [19], the authors argued that subjects should
not simply get access to data because they have the appropriate reasons in their subject profile. The whole point of
protecting privacy is to create verbose audit trails (thus the
risk in misusing data lies with the person requesting the
data), and to make it difficult to access data for inappropriate reasons. Thus, we proposed extensions to the SQL select
statement (presented in definition 1 from [19]) to allow users
to specify their reasons for accessing information.
Definition 1. SELECT θ [for < o1 = r1 , oi = r2 , . . . >]
Where θ represents the body of the statement, oi is an object that is known and protected by the DBMS, and ri is a
reason.
Since access control policies in the database should be actionable through the Database Management System (DBMS)
[7] we also extended the grant statement (definition 2, also
from [19]) to allow the purposes which subjects may present
to be specified. Thus a subject is given a set of purposes
as part of his profile, but he must actively state what he is
using data for.
Definition 2. GRANT <privileges> [f or1 ] on <object>
to <subject>
[with grant option [f or2 ]][f or3 ]
With f ori = for < reason1 , reason2 , . . . , reasonn >.
By extending the grant statement, we also showed that is
was possible to construct a HDAC model. Generally protecting PII is not considered possible with a DAC model. However, using the notion of lattices and carefully constructing
verification mechanisms we showed that one can allow subjects the opportunity to pass rights onto other subjects. The
prime requisite is that the purpose privileges each subject
receives must be at least as restrictive as the grantor’s. This
is accomplished by ensuring that the purposes the grantee
(subject receiving the privileges) receives (Φs) are dominated by the grantor’s privileges (Φg), that is Φg ≥ Φs
(where Φ is a compound purpose). This means that a grantee
will never have access to data that is protected with more
specific purposes than the grantor has. Generally, we expect
very specific purposes for use to be bound to sensitive data.
In other words, as the chain of grants progresses, each subject down the chain will ultimately only be able to access
less data, or the same data as the subject that granted him
access.
In both the select and grant statements, it was shown that
the “for” clauses could be omitted with well defined results

[19]. In those cases, the least upper bound of the lattice is
used as the reasons for performing the actions. The special keyword default was also introduced to be used in the
place of object names o1 , o2 , . . . in the select definition. This
keyword indicates the default reason for which a subject performs an action. Omitting the “for” clauses thus actually
results in a rewrite of the statement with the “for” clauses
using the least upper bound of the lattice as the default
reason.
The HDAC consists of a central authority which grants access to subjects, and in turn allows them to grant the access
onward. Thus it differs from the standard DAC model in
that subjects do not own objects in the database, but they
can at their discretion grant other subjects access to data
(provided they have access themselves).

3. REVOKING PRIVILEGES IN THE HDAC
MODEL
In this section we consider the action of revoking privileges
from subjects in the HDAC model presented in section 2,
and elsewhere [19]. Since the model presented here fits
tightly into standard DBMS technology, revoking is accomplished in the same fashion as in current DBMSs, through
the use of the SQL revoke statement. We afford revoking
capability to subjects by extending the revoke statement to
handle the added attributes in the HDAC model. Whereas
the standard revoke only removes access modes (read, write,
modify, and delete), and special permissions to grant privileges onward, our revoke is a bit more complex.
The extended revoke must allow the revoker (the subject
revoking a privilege) to remove all the privileges that the
standard revoke does. In addition to this it must also allow the revoker to remove the privilege of presenting certain
purposes when requesting access to information. It must
also allow the revoker to remove the privilege of presenting
certain purposes when granting privileges onward.
A final note about the aims of the extended revoke. Firstly,
it must allow a subject, who is not concerned with privacy
related data, to use the revoke as per usual. Thus, it is
well defined for cases where purpose privileges are omitted
from the revoke statement. Secondly, it must avoid dangling
privileges. In other words, when a privilege is revoked from
a subject s, who had grant option, then that privilege must
be revoked from all subjects the received the privilege from
s.

3.1 Revoking Privileges in the HDAC model
Before considering syntactical extensions to the revoke statement, we first consider the actions of a revoke in terms of
privileges. The removal of purposes from purpose expressions that form part of a subject’s privilege set is considered
before revoking of the standard privileges (access modes and
grant options).

3.1.1 Purpose Expression Form
It is important to note that the operators for compound
purposes are defined in such a way that it is easy to represent
the purpose expressions in a simple format as part of the
subject’s profile.

This representation allows simple removals of purposes from
purpose expressions. The representation relies on the expansion of the purpose expression. Expansion means that a purpose expression will be in a simple form such as C1 +p C2 +p
. . . Cn , where every Ci is of the form φx1 ·p φx2 ·p . . . φxm .
This form allows us to consider an expression as a set of sets;
every element in the set represents a term from the expression. The set representation allows easy reasoning about the
validity of the technique presented here.
Our set representation for a purpose expression of the form
C1 +p C2 +p . . . Cn (after expansion) is taken to be
{{φx1 , φx2 , . . . , φxn }, . . .}. Every element of the set is a representation of a term formed using the conjunction operator
(·p ). Converting an expression to this set form can be done
explicitly using well known and published computer algebra techniques; the expression is expanded, and terms are
placed in sets, using the +p operator as a “field” separator.
Finally, the ·p operator within the elements of the set is used
as a “field” separator.
After the removal has been completed, it is possible to use
the same techniques to convert the expression set back into
an arithmetic form. Elements within the set are separated
by the +p operator, and elements within the elements of the
set are separated by the ·p operator. Once again using computer algebra techniques the expression can be factorised for
easy maintenance.
Before considering removal of purposes in general, the removal of a singleton purpose from a purpose expression is
first considered. This provides the basis for the general removal of a purposes from purpose expression. When indicating that a (compound) purpose C has to be removed from
a purpose expression P , we write P ⊘ C.

3.1.2 Removing Singleton Purposes
Removal of a singleton purpose from a purpose expression
is in essence extremely simple given our set representation
of the purpose expression. This removal is presented more
formally in definition 3.
Definition 3. Suppose the singleton purpose φi is to be
removed from E. If E is considered in its set form (written
as Es , and recall that Es is a set of sets), then
Es ⊘ φi = {Y |Y = X \ {φi }, ∀X ∈ Es }

(1)

3.1.3 Removing Compounds
Removing compounds relies on the same technique as removing singleton purposes: an expanded expression that is
represented as a set of sets (Es ). The big difference in technique now lies in the fact that the item to be removed may
itself be a purpose expression. The expression to be removed
from E (called ER ) has to be expanded, and placed in set
representation as well, ERs (also represented as a set of sets).
Compound purpose removal is presented more carefully in
definition 4
Definition 4. Suppose a purpose expression ER is to be

removed from E. E and ER are converted to set representations, Es , and ERs respectively. Then
Es ⊘ ER = {Y |Y = X \ Z, ∀X ∈ Es ∧ ∀Z ∈ ERs }

(2)

3.1.4 Valid Revokes
The removal of one expression from another expression is
the important mechanism for managing the revoke in the
HDAC. A second critical part is that of ensuring that a revoke leaves the system in a valid state. This implies that the
removal, although legal with respect the definitions, might
cause an incorrect resulting purpose expression. This incorrect expression could provide the subject with more access
than he initially had.
In all cases a revoke must ensure that the result of the revoke
action does not provide the subject with more access privileges than he initially had. This means that his access mode
rights must at least be as restrictive as the revoker’s, and
that his purpose privileges (for both granting and accessing
data) must at least as restrictive as the revoker’s.
Consider the simple grant graph presented in figure 2. Suppose that A received privileges α0 , and passed on αa→b to
B, and αa→c to C. Suppose that these privileges were all
legally granted onward with the grant as defined by us [19].
It is thus clear that α0 ≥ αa→b , and that α0 ≥ αa→c .

B

D

A
C

Figure 2: Simple Grant Graph
For a revoke to be valid, the state of the system depicted
by the grant graph must still be such that α0 ≥ αa→b , and
that α0 ≥ αa→c . We refer to this state as the least privilege
property. Definition 5 provides the Least privilege property.
Definition 5. Any purpose privileges received by a subject B from subject A, must be such that subject B’s privileges are at least as restrictive as subject A’s. In other
words, if subject A had privileges αa and granted αa→b to
B, then αa ≥ αa→b must hold.
Removing a purpose from a purpose expression during a
revoke will not guarantee this property to hold.
Theorem 1. Removing a purpose from a purpose expression during a revoke does not guarantee the Least Privilege
Policy to hold.
Proof. We can show this to be true in a simple example.
Consider a purpose privilege such as φ1 ·p φ2 , which indicates
that the subject must present both reasons when accessing
a datum. Suppose the subject that granted this privilege no

longer wishes the recipient of the aforementioned privilege
to be able to present φ2 when accessing data, issues φ1 ·p
φ2 ⊘ φ2 = φ1 . However, the subject can now get access to
any data stored for purpose φ1 . This is clearly not a safe
state (φ1 6≥ φ1 ·p φ2 ).
To prevent this access violation, the revoke constraint is
introduced (definition 6).
Definition 6. A revoke can only take place if the result of
the removal of purposes Er from the purpose expression E
is at least as restrictive as the revoker’s purpose privileges
Erev , thus Erev ≥ (E ⊘ Er )
There is also a difference in the use of purposes for stating why privileges are granted onward, and the privileges
that are granted. This difference will be highlighted in the
following section.

reasons, and thus forces him to actively specify his reasons
for manipulating the data.
Reasons that can be listed in for1 from the revoke statement
do not ever access PII. They are used to indicate for which
purposes a subject may grant access onward. As such, they
can thus be removed from for1 without restriction, that is,
the least purpose privilege property does not apply as with
for2..n .
Based on the revoke restriction, we thus have the following.
If subject A granted subject B a specific access mode on
data using the extended grant statement for a specific purpose (for ease of discussion we assume read access), and now
wishes to revoke those purposes (either just some of them
or all of them), then it is clear that Af or1 ≥ (Bf or1 ⊘ f or2 )
must hold. Where Af or1 is the reasons which A may present
when accessing the data, and Bf or1 is the reasons B may
present when accessing the data.

4. IMPLEMENTATION THOUGHTS
3.2 The Extended Revoke Syntax
The revoke statement must thus allow us to revoke two
things: Firstly, it must allow either a revoke of a complete
privilege (such as delete, select, or update), or a revoke of a
sub-reason from reason. Secondly, it must allow the revoking of the grant option from a subject. The SQL 2003 draft
standard is used as a basis for the syntax of the extended
revoke statement (definition 7).
Definition 7. <revoke> ::= REVOKE [ GRANT OPTION [FOR
<for1 >] FOR ]
<privilege> [ FOR <for2 > ] [, <privilege> [ FOR <for3
] ] [, ... ] FROM <grantee>
Based on the new definition introduced here, the following
can be accomplished:
1. By omitting for1 , the revoker can completely revoke
the GRANT OPTION from the revokee. From 4 it is
clear that E ⊘ E =, indicating that no reason my be
presented to perform the desired action; in such a case
the privilege is removed completely.
2. If for1 is a valid compound reason, then equation 4 can
be used to modify the reasons for which the revokee
may grant onward.
3. If for2..n is omitted, then all the reasons for accessing
data using the specified privilege is revoked, thus the
privilege itself is revoked.
4. If for2..n is a valid compound reason, then as with the
GRANT OPTION statement, equation 4 can be used
to modify the reasons for which a subject may use with
a particular privilege.
When omitting the for-clauses the statement in question is
rewritten to include the for-subclauses, with the reason specified to be “default=α”, where α is the greatest lower bound
of the purpose lattice. This ensures that the subject cannot get access to data that is not protected by more specific

The extra access privilege attributes that are added to the
subject’s profile in the hybrid access control model demands
a change in the table that is used to store access profiles.
This change does not require a complete redefinition of the
profile table. It only requires that some of the value types
change.
The standard model will typically store a time-stamp, the
grantor’s id, the object to which access is granted, the access
mode granted, and a grant option value. The access mode in
the standard model allows the profile to indicate whether the
user can read, write, insert, or delete values from table, and
is typically a simple array that indicates which access modes
the subject has. The grant option is a simple true/false value
which indicates if the subject may grant onward.
The hybrid model requires (naturally) more information to
be stored. Only the access mode, and grant option columns
need modification. The access mode is changed from a simple array that stores tuples. These tuples indicate the access
mode, and the purposes that may be presented on those access modes. For example, an access mode entry may look as
follows: (read, φ1 ·p φ2 +p φ6 ). Currently we see no reason for
access modes other than read and delete to have associated
purpose privileges (see section 4.1), but an implementation
as presented here leaves room for extension if needed.
The grant option column is also changed into a simple array which stores the reasons that may be presented when
granting onward.

4.1 Insert, Update, and Delete
The proposal for extensions to grant, revoke, and select are
a direct requirement of allowing the database and database
users to handle PII more carefully. It is also an obvious
question to ask whether or not the other data manipulation
statements should be extended in the same fashion.
We consider each statement in due course in the following
sections.

4.1.1 Insert

The purpose of the insert statement is to store data in the
database. The data being stored is of course data on some
data subject. From a privacy viewpoint, the enterprise storing the data states their reasons for doing so as part of a
their privacy policy. Thus, any subject inserting data into
a table which contains PII, does so under the directive of
the privacy policy. Thus, each datum is stored for its bound
purpose determined by the privacy policy of the enterprise,
and a reason need not be given for storing each datum.
It may be necessary for internal auditing purposes that the
subject be held accountable for his action of inserting the
data into the database. In such a case it is beneficial to extend the insert statement in a minor way to allow the subject
who is inserting the data to specify his reasons for performing the action of inserting the data into the database.
We propose that these reasons will form a subgraph of the
purpose lattice which is not intended to be used as part of
a general privacy policy as published by the enterprise. The
reason being that these reasons for inserting are for a clear
audit trail only and are therefore very specific. It does not,
for example, make sense to publish a privacy policy which
states that telephone numbers are stored so that they may
be deleted at some point – this type of statement clearly
falls in the realm of obligation management which is not
considered in this paper.
For sake of completeness we therefore present a small extension to the insert which allows a subject to indicate his
reason for inserting data. This statement may be stored as
part of an audit log.
Definition 8. <insert statement> [ for reason1 ]

4.1.2 Update
The update statement can be considered in the same light
as the insert statement. Data of a personal nature will only
need updating in order to have the most up to date version
thereof. Thus, there is only a single reason to update data,
and as such it is not worth extending the update statement.
With respect to updating the privacy agreement between
the enterprise and the data subject note the following: From
work we have reported on elsewhere [20] we have proposed
that an enterprise stores a minimum purpose for storing
data, as well as a maximum purpose for storing data. The
data subject provides a custom acceptance level for his data.
This custom acceptance level falls somewhere between the
minimum and maximum purposes. The data subject’s data
can only be accessed if a reason suitable for the custom acceptance level is provided.
Updating this custom acceptance level allows the data subject to change his agreement with the enterprise. Again, we
view this as an update to have the latest profile of the data
subject.

4.1.3 Delete
The delete statement seems the only logical choice when considering a data manipulation statement for extension (aside
from grant, select, and revoke). Data may be deleted for

many purposes, for example obligation management, that is
the data has reached its maximum retention period. The
law might require the data to be deleted, and so forth.
We thus present a small change in the delete statement. We
envisage that it may be desirable to protect PII by stating
for which purposes it may be deleted. A subject must thus
specify why he is deleting information. In the event where
the information is not protected with “delete purposes”, it
may just be a good way of providing an audit trail.
Definition 9. <delete> ::= DELETE FROM <table> [ for
<reason> ] where <search condition>
The above definition should also be compatible with the
notion of omitting the “for” clause: the least upper bound
can be used as a reason for deleting information.
Also note the following. The where sub-clause of the delete
statement will access data. In light of this we need to consider if a reason has to be specified for accessing the data in
the where-subclause.
If a reason for accessing the data listed in the where-subclause,
it may be argued that a subject can launch an inference attack on information he cannot necessarily read. However,
since the delete statement is destructive in nature, his actions will appear in a simple audit: many customer records
will disappear in his attempt to gather information.
We therefore do not propose an extension which requires
that a reason for accessing data specified in the where-subclause
be given.

5. CONCLUSION
In this article extensions to the revoke and delete SQL statements were considered. These extensions provide the closing pieces of a HDAC model in which a central authority
assigns permissions to subject, who can in turn pass those
permissions to other subjects. Aside from this ability, users
actively specify their intent with data.
Extensions to the insert, and update statements are not considered desirable at this point in time, however, the proposed
implementation allows these extensions to be added at a
later stage. Extensions to the delete statement were briefly
considered in order to establish a foundation for possible future work. The extension to the delete statement are only
considered to be a “nice to have” and not essential to the
operation of the HDAC model.
In order to minimise impact the revoke statement can be
used as per usual, without utilising the extensions. In this
case it is assumed that all privileges are revoked from a
subject. This allows a form of backward compatibility.
Future work on this subject involves reporting on a proof of
concept implementation (currently being developed) as well
as flow-analysis for possible attacks to the system.
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